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Non Pharmacological Treatment of Pain with 
Physical Therapy Modalities and Alternative 

Medicine Methods

Introduction

Pain is an unhealthy feeling and only a person without pain is 
a happy person. In physical medicine more physical modalities are 
used for the treatment of subacute and chronic pain [1]. To learn 
the benefits and risks of each, physical modalities is the responsibility 
of physical and medicine specialist. We as doctors also use medical 
therapy in all forms, in the treatment of acute pain. After setting the 
diagnosis and the aetiological treatment, in the treatment of acute 
pain and stress as a reason for its occurrence, we use a number of 
alternative methods, which are used by top surgical centers such as 
aromatherapy, music therapy and acupuncture [2]. To treat pain, we 
must know the complexity and medical history of it. Physical therapy 
modalities and alternative medicine methods can be used in many pain 
conditions like patients with cancer, on palliative care, before and after 
surgery treatment, central and peripheral neurological pain [3] We 
have our own experience published in few studies [4-6]. The purpose 
of this research is to represent non pharmacological treatment of pain 
in physical medical and rehabilitation department by medicine based 
on science [7-13].

Material and Method

We have used retrospective analyze of studies published for 
treatment of muscles skeletal pain in physical medicine and alternative  

 
medicine, published in less 15 years. The research was done with 
keyword alternative methods and physical modalities in the treatment 
of muscular skeletal pain [14-21]. The systematization of data was 
in two groups: A (physical modalities with analgesic effect), and B 
(Alternative medicine methods). The each modality or treatment 
method was analyzed by indication, contra indication and evaluation of 
effect. 0 In group A, were analyzed: interferential current, diadynamic 
currents, TENS, cryotherapy, and light therapy (low level laser). In 
group B, were analyzed: acupuncture, aromatherapy, music therapy, 
color therapy, and typing (functional typing). As a measure of pain 
reduction included mobility of the joint and scales for measuring 
the pain NAS or VAS [22-24].

Results 

In analyze of Group A and B ware included 10 studies published 
in last 10 years for each group.

Results are showing in (Table 1&2).

Discussion

The use of medication for pain can have multiple side effects, 
due to the risk of bleeding or addiction [25] Before applying Physical 
modalities and alternative methods, knowledge of their mechanism 
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Abstract

Pain is an unhealthy feeling and only a person without pain is a happy person. In physical medicine more physical modalities are used for the 
treatment of subacute and chronic pain. We as doctors also use medical therapy in all forms, in the treatment of acute pain. After setting the diagnosis 
and the aetiological treatment, in the treatment of acute pain and stress as a reason for its occurrence, we use a number of alternative methods, which 
are used by top surgical centers such as aromatherapy, music therapy and acupuncture. 

Material and method: in our research we list more physical modalities, alternative methods and assistive devices that we use in non-
pharmacological treatment of pain. 

Results: The effects of interferent currents, diadynamic currents, TENS, cryotherapy, and light therapy in the reduction of pain were analyzed. As 
well as the effects of some alternative methods. 

Discussion: The use of medication for pain can have multiple side effects, due to the risk of bleeding or addiction. Before applying Physical 
modalities and alternative methods, knowledge of their mechanism of action and evaluation of the effect before and after treatment is necessary. 

Conclusion: Physical medicine is the oldest but most modern branch of medicine, which has success in the treatment of painful conditions where 
drug therapy is limited. 
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of action and evaluation of the effect before and after treatment is 
necessary [26]. Physical medicine is the oldest but most modern 
branch of medicine, which has success in the treatment of painful 
conditions where drug therapy is limited [27]. Physical therapy 
modalities and rehabilitation techniques are important options 
and must be considered when pharmacotherapy alone is sufficient 
or have interaction of drugs [28]. Patients’ beliefs and financial 
barriers may affect the uptake of different treatments. Many 
patients may be using complementary and alternative approaches 
with limited evidence to support their use, highlighting the need 

for clinicians to discuss with patients the range of prescribed and 
non-prescribed treatments they are accessing and to help them 
understand the benefits and risks of treatments that have not 
been tested sufficiently, or have inconsistent evidence, as to their 
efficacy in improving pain outcomes [29]. Chronic pain is the silent 
epidemic of our times. The economic costs of chronic pain in some 
countries are estimated to exceed the costs of heart disease, cancer 
and diabetes [30]. Individuals undergoing medical procedures 
frequently experience pain and anxiety. Music-based interventions 
have the potential to help alleviate symptoms [31]. 

Table 1: Effect of some physical therapy modalities on pain relive.

Modality Indication Contra Indication Proved Effect

Interferential 
current

Muscles skeletal pain, Peripheral nerve 
lesion, local pain

Central increase muscles tonus, Cancer patient, 
Local tissue infection 

Decrease size of local edema, 
swelling, Increase joint mobility, 

VAS and NAS scale [7,8]

Diadynamic 
currents

Muscles skeletal pain, Peripheral nerve 
lesion, local pain

Central increase muscles tonus, Cancer patient, 
Local tissue infection, Bone fracture

Decrease size of local edema, 
swelling, Increase joint mobility, 

VAS and NAS scale [9,10]

TENS Muscles skeletal pain, Peripheral nerve 
lesion, local pain, cancer pain Local tissue infection, Increase joint mobility,[11,12] 

VAS and NAS scale

Cryotherapy

Acute local joint trauma, acute stage of 
surgery treatment, Muscles skeletal pain, 
Radix nerve acute pain, Central pain by 

patient with MS*, PD* and Stroke

Cold intolerance 
Decrease size of local edema, 

swelling, Increase joint mobili-
ty,[13,14] VAS and NAS scale

Low level laser 
therapy

Acute local joint trauma, acute stage of 
surgery treatment, Muscles skeletal pain, 
Radix nerve acute pain, Central pain by 

patient with MS*, PD* and Stroke

Local tissue infection,

Decrease size of local edema, 
swelling, Increase joint mobil-
ity,[15] VAS and NAS scale. De-

crease tumor necrosis factor [16]

MS*: Multiple Sclerosis; PD*: Parkinson Disease 

Table 2: Effect of some alternative medicine methods on pain relive.

Method Indication Contra Indication Proved Effect

Acupuncture
Muscles skeletal pain, Peripheral nerve lesion, local 
pain, Radix nerve acute pain, Central pain by patient 

with MS*, PD* and Stroke, cancer pain

Bleeding, local hema-
toma 

Decrease size of local edema, swelling, 
Increase joint mobility, [17,18] VAS and NAS 

scale

Aromatherapy
Aroma massage and aroma inhalation for central and 

peripheral nerve pain, Muscles skeletal pain, Radix 
nerve acute pain, cancer pain, pre and post surgery pain

Allergy on oil VAS and NAS scale [19,20]

Music therapy 
Listening music by patients for surgery treatment be-
fore and after treatment, muscles relaxation, decrease 

anxiety by pain, decrease depression  

Music with contra 
effect

Increase joint mobility, [21,22] VAS and NAS 
scale,

Functional Typing
Muscles skeletal pain, Peripheral nerve lesion, local 
pain, Radix nerve acute pain, Central pain by patient 

with MS*, PD* and Stroke, cancer pain
Allergy on tape glue 

Decrease size of local edema, swelling, 
Increase joint mobility, [23,24] VAS and NAS 

scale.
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Patients with Chronic Musculoskeletal Pain rare use alternative 
medicine methods. Low back pain is one of the most frequent pain 
conditions. Patient use complementary interventions to reduce 
pain also. CAM prescriptions and most notably the extensive 
current integration in conventional medicine is problematic in 
several respects. There is not in health system regulation and 
standards for it application, and no follow up involved instruments. 
In case of pain it is safe if we know exactly mechanism of it 
positive effects by physiological way, and evaluate it effect [32]. 
The pain assessment must address multiple domains of pain, 
including the sensory and affective qualities of pain, temporal 
dimensions of pain, and the location and bodily distribution 
of pain. We can use the same standards, like assessment of drugs 
effects. Nominal and visual pain assessment scales are gold standard 
but are not unique. We in physical medicine use some parameters 
like size of edema or swelling and range of motion, before and 
after treatment to access the effect of applied therapy [4-6]. Pain 
like a complex syndrome, without clear guidelines, clinicians are 
left wondering how a bio psychosocial assessment to administer 
it. It is need a practical guide, based on scientific research and 
clinical experience, for the bio psychosocial assessment of patients 
with chronic pain in physiotherapy practice. The purpose of this 
guide must be to look on pain from all factors: somatic, cognitive, 
emotional, behavioral, social and motivation for treatment [33]. 
Alternative methods are not in any time effective, for example the 
use of acupuncture has little or no impact in rheumatoid arthritis 
[34]. Acupuncture has been a popular alternative medicine in 
the United States for several decades. Its therapeutic effects 
on pain have been validated by both basic and clinical researches, 
and it is currently emerging as a unique non-pharmaceutical choice 
for pain against opioid crisis.

Conclusion

Physical medicine and alternative medicine have more 
options for treating pain without the use of drugs. Treatment and 
dosing should be proven and the effect evaluated on the basis of 
measurable parameters.
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